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Over.a decade ago, a trilogy, of studies on implementatiOn -

Gross.(1971), Sarason (1971) and Smith and Keith (1971) -,all well
done and provecative, launched a new wave of intei*est and researth
.,on the problem of educational change.

They were studies of the

4

_failure of educational change in practice.

As Asightful as these
.

studies were they yere orily,of.inchoq,4 value.

-

We found out during

the 1970\s that there were many different ways to fail, and being
ab]e to\explain failure was not of direct help in being able to
understand, let alone influence success. 'In 1982 I believe we can
qionestly say that.we can understand success, and even help bring it
about tinder certairi conditions (the latter of course bei9 a

signifitant qualifier).
I propose to e>camine the questiOn Of.impleirrentation under three
headings: First, a consideration of the purpose, meaning pd context of cliange;

the second and. core aspect summarizes findings Lrom gimpletentation

research per.se; tthe final section of the paper addresses implicatinns,
unresolved i58ues, and the question-of Aeriving_practical :lessons
for integrating the theory and practice of educational change.

'1\

Ifttz

THE PURPOSE, MEANING AND.CONTENT OF CHANGE

.

There Are three fundamental points to be made at the outset
pertaining respectively to puLpose, meaning and_context. -First,
in theory, the purpose of educationatl change is to help schools

accomplish their goals more effectively by replacing some programs
However, in actual practice it is,

or practices with better ones.

not at.all clf.ar what is better, and fez- 1,!hJm.

that any given change 13 worthwhile and

We Cannot assuMe

fo,

ould be implemented.

ln
A9

examining this matter we should keep in mind two_central questions:
Who benefit8 from the change (the ,values question)? And,'How sound

bi- feasible is the idea and thc program of approadh (the capacity for

implementat)on question)?. Both are complex and difficult questions
to. answer.

To highlight the problem.consider figure L.

Figure 1

Types of Impl:ómentation Outcomes of
Adopted changes

Actuai Implementation
4

Yes

No

Iii

IV

Yes

Valxie and technical
'quality of the change
No

(From Fullan, 1962:14)

"Actual implementation" refers to whether or not there has
been real -change in practice. "Value and technical quallti" collapse

the two factors related to who benefits and whether or not the program

ar

3

#

A

has been technidally well deyeloped.
1

.

.

.

Type I in figure 1 represents.what we are presumably striving
for:

actual implementation of

*quality program which we value.

planning problem i.)-1 that a worthwhile program

Type II reflects a

P

for whateverOreasons is not aorking.

1 Mpes III And IV.

We do not often conceive of

In the,former situation a change which,is not
In short

well developed and/or valued is being put intd practice.
a bad chango is bglng introduced.

Type IV, interestingly, is a form
y

sof suecess

that a poorly valued or poorly aevcloped change is bLing
"P.

rejected in practice.

In any case, the poi t is that whether a

particular poAdntial change program or direction is desirable
an opeh question to be deterMined.bv

ftlic

is

variPty of people most

aIfected.

The second main point is that change happens to individuals.
0

dplicit
or explicit 1:theory
m

Every change has two compOnents:
4

of eduqation" (what the changeds) and an implicit or explicdt
,

A

e

1:the'ory of)change" (the proCess being followed to implement it).

Individuals must fin

meaning in both aspectt, if change is to
.4.

succeed.

No matter who decides on thb direction of change - tea,chers,

'administrators, external developers or policy-makers the.m.eaning. of

change in terms of acceptance, rejection, and modincation mustN0
be confrbnted and worked through. .I leave 'open the question of.*
-

.

wtiether change,is initiaeed internal or .external to a school or'A
'

The two-factors of wIlo benefits and technical quality, must be
separated in any fur&er analysis,.and are combined here for
the sake of 4.mvlicityqin'Inaking the main point.,

v

school diitriCt. .The'fact is that changes come from both internal
f-

external sources,- and. must -be

assessedtheir_part

meritS'from each ind4;idual's or group's perspective.

Neither

#

intennal or external change is intrinsically good or bad.
,

The third bas.ic issue is.that educational change is context
hound.

The history, personalities, and socio-political climate

:
within each setting constitute major determinants of change outcomes.

Theec are a number of common factors related to success and failure,
bilt in any individual situation both common and unique knovdc.dge
is necessary (see,Lindblom and Cohen', 1979)'.
- ow.

`Thg neFsago in the yest of this paper is twDfoldl (1) don't
launch;headlong into something without first Checking out many
,factors krPown to affect he chances for Success, and (2)* don't

be afraid to try something now armed wIth-the knowledge garnered
;
from.the research and practice of educational change over the past
decade.

Let us now tun. to what research o'n implementation has to
41.

Wm.

4

,

b

P..

IJ

/MPLEMENTATLON, RESEARCH

Implementation.consists of the process of putting into
pra¢tice (ot.failing to do.so) an idea, program'dr.set of
activities hew to the people attempting or expectedto change.'
It may be externally imposed or voluntarily soupt, explicitly

,

defined in detail in advance, or developed and adapted
incrementally throdgh use, designed to be used uniformly, or
deliberately planned so that users can specify it accorAing to
their perceptions of the needs of the situation.

factors affecting

implementation into two broad components:

implementation, and implementation outcomes
tk.4, referred to

We can divide

'

the latter being

increasingly undr therubric of school'imprOvement.

I will return to and elaborate,on the concept of implementation
outcomes in the latter part of this section, but let me suggest
.for starters that one maijor type of outcome is "change in practice.

I tend.to'view change in practice s being,mUltidimensional
.

consisting of at.least three.related aspects fl) changes in the

materials, new
use of new resources in the classroom (curriculum
'technology etc.);

(2) change in classroom behavior (e.g., new

sloills and teaching behaviors in relation to the chan0);, and CU

.alterations'in beliefs, theories or assumptions associated with
,

ttie change.

Implementation'is so difficult because.it involves
,

.A

*

For the sake of simpliaity I will focus on changes in'
classrooM practice.

*

potential changes in what people do (using new resources andone's
new teaching approaches) and in what they think'.(altering

Most direCtly then, the

beliefs' 'and.educational theories) .*

guestaon of implementation is one which-asks:

which factors'affect

the likelihood that there will be changes in what, people do and
V

think in relation to their elducational pradtices.

In the rest of

4
this section I will first take up the topic of what we know albouf

pi

factors affeceina)imlementation, and second,.conclude with a
discussion of impaementation outcomes.

Factors Affectin9'Implementatgon
Although the process of implementation is complex in dny
-

given situatIon and there are many'different specific lierlaples,
,

in,a
pz.Tmutations and corribinations, it is possible to summarize

relatively comprehensive way the main factor§.

This involveS some

abstraction, and there are .different ways of organizing the
/

clusters of varial;les involved.

.

\

However, much of the research\

over the past ten years.(and increasingly so) idonsistept in\
identifying a/number of factors related to change in practice.
them
Tablerl contains a list of these factors'as I. have organized

1981).'
(for a slightly different but congruent:summay see Berman,

In effect, table 1 suggests.that change in practice is a function

problem
In a more complete treatment 'of the topic, I define the
of
the
difficulties
of educational changes as the problem of meaning
the
and conditions under which individuals can come to understand
why and how of doing something hew (See,Fullan,1032).

8

--

AELE 1

jACTORS AFFECTING IMpLEMENTATION

.

CHP:RACTERISTICS OF THE CHANGE
0

1.

Need

2:

Clarity

3.

Compl exity

4.

Llualit

and practicality

CHARACTh1STICS AT THE SCHOOL, DISTRICT LEVEL
5.

The district's history of innovative attempts

8.

The adoption process

7.

District 'administrative suppore

8.

Staff developthent and participation

9.

Time-line and Information Systems

10.

C.

Community characteristic&

SqMOOL LEVEL FACTOttS
11.

The :ole of the princiPal4.
.

12.

Teacher-teacher relationships

13.

teacher characteristics and orientations

2.

D.

EXTERNAL FACTORS
14.

External assistance

8

of four types of characteristics pertaining to:.

A. The thange'

peing 'attempted, B..The Schopl District, C.Yrhe .chool Level, and
-"

p. External Assistance.

It will only be poesible

thie Paper

-

to summarize briefly.the nature of the 14 factors and corfesponding
research.*

A.

Charadteristics ofethe Chance
Need

1.

Many innovations are attempted without a careful

examination of whether theY`address particular priorlty
,

.

needs.

.

Teachers fbr'example, frequently do not see the
,

need fdr a change that is being advocated.

Several

,

.

large scale

tudies,confirm the importance of relating
.

need to decisions about fnnovations or change d'irections..
In tpe Experimental Schools (ES),. project Rosenblum and

Louis (1979:722) found.that,"the degree to which there was
0

a formal recognition with4n the school system of-unmet
needs" was one of the four "readiness fabtors" Which was

aspciated with subsequent implementation.

Thfte Rand

.Change Agent Study (FPSEc) identified problem solving
Oecision-Making (I.e., identification of a need lihked
to.selection of a.program) as strongly .related to successfql

The,following discussion is somewhat cryptic due to limitations of
space.% Each o4f thp factors should be discussed at more length
because therd.are many qualifiers and nuances involved.

..'

.* .

Y

The
RDU'
.

implementation (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978).
.
l

perceived relevance of products is

project reports tha

,

.cDrrelated significantly,with extent of implementation
.

(Louis and'Rosenbium, 1981),

Other studies have

discovered tha't imPlementation is more effetive when
relatively focuss'ed Dr specific needs are identified.

,(e,g,, Emrick-and'Petdrson, 1978, Louis and Sieber, i979).
at'

Of cOurse, the Problem is that need may.not be evident
,

the beginning of the change process, but may bp created as

people get more familiar with a particular change (see,

'especially the case stuaes in Crandall et al's
forthcoming research on Disseinination Efforts Supportim,
School Improvement (DESSI-).
2.

Clarity'

Clarity. (about goals-and means) is'a perennial problem

in the change processt Even.when there is a potential need4
as when teachers want to improve some aiea of the curriculum,
the change may be.not at all dlear about what thdy shotild
do differently.*
..--------

Gross et al (1971) found that the

.
.

maiority of teachers,were unable to idpntify

he essential

.

.

'features of the innovation they were,using.
,

.

9 ' '------

.Problems

--

--------

-------

related to cllarfty have been found 'in viiiTilly every study
.-.

*

The change, for instance, may not be sufficiently well developed

:to be "impl'ementable".\

__---/-

it*

of-sign-ificant_chArGe (e.g. , Aoki ,_ et al, 1977,,,,C7harters
,-

In short, lack- of Claiity',

diffuse goals and

unspecified means of.implventa- tion - represents a majo?

.

. .

.

---,..11/c-Weatherley:,_____

and Pellegrino 1913, Miles,4R197S-, Si1979).

..

,.

problem, at the implementation stage at which tine teachers.
,

and others find that the change is simply not very clear
,

as to what it moans in

prgdticev-H_____,

7/.
Clarit3;, of course, cannot be deliv-ered on a platter.
4

It is actomplishod or not depending on the process.*
',Nor is greater clarity an end in itself.

-Very simple

-*and significant changes can be .7..ry clear, while more

difficult and worthwhile'ones may not be amenable to
easy clarification..

This brings me directly to

the-t-hield

--related_factormr- coMplexitY.
&omplexity.,

3.
.

Complexity re-ors to the difficulty and extent Of

--

'change_which might be involved for-individuals engaged in
-implementation.

The actual
amOuntrdOginds on the starting
,
.

point for any given individui or group, but the main idea'
in),regard'to the.
is that any change can be examined
.

-;

difficulty, skill reguired, and extent Of AlterationS in,

.)

beliefs, teaching strategies, and use'of materia1s:'' maby
-

4/.
4

The relationship to other factors in categories B And C is obvious.
To take one example, sta-ff develoPment'acfivities if appropriate,
condibute'to greater clarity.

I

11

.

...

,

Alanges such as open.education (Bussis et al, 1976)

,

.

1
.

,

.

systeliatic dirept instruction Nersteit et'al, 19813,
inquiryloriented' social studies (Aoki et al, 1977); .spedial.'
..

,"

c

.' k

1

esclucatiti lyeathetley, 1979), parent invo1veffient:(Fi4..

.

.

..

.

.

..

require a sophisticated array Of activIties;

1980), eetc.

diagnosit, teaching. stratecles and philosophical

-

...--

understending*in otder to achieveeffective implsirioioii:
'

Wbile complexity createS problems ,for implenentationi.
.

it

maAesult In greater change because more is being
.

.

Berman and McLaughlin' (1978) fOund the:

.attempted.

,

interesting combination tliat "ambitious projects were less

sUccessful in absolute terms of the percent of project
goals achieved, but they

ally Stimulated more teacher

change than projects attempting less

.

Those Changes which

_

.did occur Were more thorough as a result of t e-_extra
effort which the project requir"ed.or inspired.

As Ber an

- (1979) stated it elsewhere, '"12.-tt1e venpired; no,thing
gained'''.

In the DESSI.study, Crandall et al Zforthcoming)

discovered that it was necessary to separate teadhers
-

attempting a major. change from those attempting a "rninor

change before.discernible patterns of explanation could be

found.*

It is the case that simple changes are easier to

Degree of change was defined in terms of the individual stetting
Thus using the same innovation some teachers
Points of.teachers.
faced major change, and others.vinor-change depending on their
starting points.

te

12

to carry out, but they. May mot make much of a difference.
Relatively c omplex changes promise to accomplish more.
stchether they do ,or not depends on the combinaton of
factors. discussed' in this' section.
4.

Quality and Practicality
-

TNe laSt 'farctul. dssot..-kated-di-reetly-with_the_nat2arg

of change concerns the qualit;, and-practicality ,of
,

.

.

.

Materials, products (or whatever form the change:iComes
.

.

The large scale evaluatión of innovations adopted
,

through the National Diffusion Network (NDN) s'peaks to
r the issue: c,"well articulated adoption materials, which...

are complete, well orgenized, comprehensive and detailed",
and address "hos;; to" concerns are more effective at the
,
.
.
.

.implementatipn,stagel at earlier Thases,, concise, overview
...

materials are better (Emrick et al, 1977, Emrick-and
Peterson, 1978:73).

The'RDU (Louis and Rosenblum, 1981)

and DESSI (crandall et al forthcoming) Studi,es also confirM
'44

.thait product quality,is en important _factor in relation

toichamge in practibe;*

The history and role of product pr program quaiiiv is
;

nottstraightforward.

'

The rush for innovation in the earlier'

peri d of educational change (the 1960's) probably resulted

*

.do not exam.ine questions of measurement in this paper. QuO.ity
can bt_measured in termS of "perceived quality" by users, or
throull, some .system of external validation (e.g., Joint Dissemination
Review Panel).

.

13

or quality

.1n insufficientl, developed.,or

cha4s,

(however needed_the particU 1t change directiOns might
,have,been).

:There is also,the more subtle, problem to

which I have referred elswhere as "the dilemma

_of

/

To

explicitness" (Fullan and Pomfret, 1977:368-9).
/

make innovations highly explicit at the developrent stage
may mean that they are inappropriate for the variety .of
settings faCed by teachers.

For many problems, the

situational knowledge of teachers is essential tn deciding
on the specific form of change (see Connelly and Elbaz,
1980, Huberman, 1980, Roberts, 1980).

On the other hand,

to leave innovations general, results in great confusion
about what to do in practice:

One of the better

resolutions is sugaested by Berman

(19805 im Which he

observes that some edudational probl'e'ms are amenable to
programmdtic (or explicit) solutions/ while others require

morn complex, adaptive resedutions over time.

Be that

asit may, many innovative efforts have suffered fromithe
lack of high quality, practical-, usable resources.

One

of the more,fascinating"impliCations of this.observation
ort,

is to consider whether relatiely Unstructured innovations
open educatibn) have- failea because they have

eschewed,the cumulative develOpment of practical, specific
resoukces at
the operational, level.
I

pereiter and Kurland

(1981) criticize the more unstructured educational
proponerits exactly on these'grounds._

1.5
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P.

Characteristics at the School Distrilt_ Level*

The settingsin which people work - the planned and
A

.

unplanned events and activities - influence whether or not
". given change attempts will be productive.

Ti;e local school

r.

system represents one major set of sitUatiOnal constraints
or opportunities for effective educational change.

The2same

-

program is often successful in ethe school system, and on
1

unMitigated disaster in anothei.

I have distilled a

substantial amount of evidence about what makes school systems
effective into six factors:

the history of innovative attempts,

the adoption process (if the change involves a district'
detision), central administrative support and.involvemont, staff
development approaches, tNi-a5E-7-17nr-Fe--aftd-införmation system,
and board/community characteristics.
5.

The districes'history of innovative attempts
Most attempts at collective change in education seem
to fail, (with some recent exceptions)

and'failure means

frustration, wasted time, feelings of incompetence and
lack of support, and disillusionment.

The importance of

the distriet!s history Of innovation attempts Can be
stated in the form of a proposition: .the more that
teachers or others have had negative experiences with

I do not consider every conceivable district factor. For example,
the growing trend to more formal teacher/school board relationships
(management/union contracts) could be examined, but the .issue_is too
broad, -and insufficiently researched to warrant ghy generalizatiOns
about its impact on change. I have confined the list of factors to
- the
those known to have an influence on'implementation. ractorclimate
pertains
to
the
political
district's history - of course,
for change among the various groups.

IQ,

15

previous implementation attempts in the district Or

elsewhere, the more.cynical or apathetic they

wi.,11 be

abont the next change which is presented regardless of the
merit of the new idea or program (see Sarason,

1971: 219-22).

Districts can develop an incapacity for change as well as
a capacity for it (see Berman, McLaughlin et al's 1978

study of a district in a process of "decay"),

0,

Thk_20192,LL11.2.1
The adoption process (or decisions taken inividually
lor collectiv'ely to attempt certain changes or new dilictions)
/ in an imporant process in its own right (see especially

/ .Crandáll et al, forthcoming).

Its relationship to

implementation or change in Practice is unclear.

The Rand

FPSEC reseaich ihdicated that opportuniitid%and
sr

bureaucratically-oriented adoption decisions are folIo
by limited implementation (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978).
As a result of this adoption process, subordinates become

pldifferent to implementation, and senior management does
not make serious, follow through attempts to provide
resources, training, etc.

CO the other'hand, if the

decision to change has been carefully considered with
appropriate commitment and folloW through by the district,
it is much more likell to;be taken seriously by principals
or teachers.

Berman, McLaughlin et.al's (1978) study of
A

five icbool districts p

vide the clearest illustrations

of how opportunities an

problem solving districts differ

in their day to day implementation of follow up
activities (see also Miles',,1978), five case studies).
The role of teachers in adoption decisions is
particularly complicated as figure two implies.
,

Figure 2

Teacher Participation ih Adoption
Decisions and Scope of Cnange
Scope of Changes
Small

Large
Teacher Partici:-

patior in Initial
Decision

#

Yos

.

For example, even when teacher representatives are
.

involved in program decisions (or development) alDout larg
nc3le change (siLuation I) , it does not necessarily hell)

other techers when it comes tcv knowledge or ccmmitmcrt in
implementing new ideas.

Further, even when teachers are

not invOlved in such initial decisions

(situation III),

implementation may succeed if other factors are positive

(e4, the program addresses a need, staff development
activities are established', and so on,- see Crandal) et al).*

-In situations of small scale change, it is, cliear that with

a small number of teachers involved it is preferable and
feasible for most 'or all teachers to participate in major
dedisions.

*Note, I am referring to initial adoption decisions. Teachers must
be involved in implementation activities and decisions.

18
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7.

DiStrict administrative suOort

'

Individual teachers and single schools can bring
A

,about change without the support of central administrators,

but district or subdistrict wide change will not happen
Ns,

without.district support.

Although .it has always'been

said that the superintendent (and the principal) are
critical to educational change, it is only recently
tIlat, we are beginning to understand more spetifi ally

what that means in practice-

Most of th4e research cited

in this section shows that the suppOrt of central

administrators is critical for change in district practice
(e.g., Emrick and. Peterson-, 1978:76-73).

It also shows

that-general support or. endorsement of a new program has
"very little infltence
on change in practide (for e,ample,

verbal support w4hout implementaeion follow thrOug.).
Teachers and others know enough-n(5w, if they didn't

fifteen years agO, not to take change seriously unless
central administratOrsdlemonstrete that, it shoUld be,

(Berman,2McLaughlinetal, 1978:84-,95

contains an

excellent description of how one new superintendent with
a mandate from the board "transformed the organization":).
One of the more interesting analyses was carried out
by Rosenblum and Louis' (1979:179).

They investigated the

relative effects on implemcniaeion of superintendent
authority on the o e hand, and classrOom autonomy,of the
teacher on the other hand.

They found that superintendent

authority (number of decision areal influenced by the

superintendent) was positively associated with,
impleAentation, and-classroom, autonomy (number of

classroom decisionstthat the teacher can make on his 0. her ,
own) was negatively related to impleMentation.

'Rosenblum

and Louis suggest that A degree of tentraliza ' n-ls---_
-necessary for implementl-ng compre-ifEnsive changes (across
.

.

qh '

1

schools), and

that7---norms

of classroom autonomy

in some distriefts may actually inhibit organizatipnal
and distriot'willo chan90s.

The basic point, h6wcver, is that the chief.executive
#
offirer and other key central adtinistrators set the

A

conditions for implementation to the etent that they show
specific forms.of.,support, And acfive knowledge and

understanding of the realities of attempting to put a chang!_.
-into practice.

To state it most baldly, the_administrator

affects the quality of implementation to the extent that he
or she understands and helps to manage the set of factors
and the processes described in this section. .,
8..

Staff development and participation
Sinde the etsence'of educational change consists of
learning neW ways of 'thinking and doing, neW skills,

knowledge, attitudes, etc., it follows that staff deve1opmtpt
in
is one of the most important factors related to change

practice.

Pre-implementation training by itself in which

sessions, even intensive ones, are used tb'orient people
to new programs does not seem to work (Berman and McLaughlin,
1978:27, Xle4ney et al019175, Miles, 1978, Smith and Keith,

197A, etc.,etc.).

One shot workshops prior to and even
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during implementation are not very helpful (Rosenblum_
and Louis, 1979).

Workshop trainers and program consultants

are frequently ineffective.

.

Consultants inside the district'

are unclear about their role and how to be effective
consultants (Simms, 1978, Lippitt, 1979).

Teachers sav

they learn best from other teachers, but research shc:ds

that they interact wi h each other very infrequently
.

(Lortie4 1975).

Whell

achers are trained as staff
1

deveppers'they can be very effective in working with other
teachers(*(sce Stallings, 2981).

Teachers also .14ay t:hat

they need.direct outside help, if it is practical and
*4--

concrete which they find to be the exception rathr than
.the rule.

Researchers report that concrete and skill,

specific training iS effective, but "only for the short run"
(McLaughlin and Marsh, 1'978:76).

The dilemmaa and inconsistencies in trying to understand
why the "obvious" strategy of staff develbpment fails more
often than it succeeds are easy to resolve.

Most staff

development actiyities consist of one-shot or

ot.'pher beief

encountgrs with little or no follow throu4h.

When follow

up and technical support occurs, there is strong evidence

that it ig related to implementation outcomes.

Louis and

Rosenblum (1981) for ekample, found that external assistance
,was very, important if it was characterized by intensity

(frequent interactioq), initiation as well as responsiveness,
and involved a variety,of external agents with different
skills.

Research on implementation has demonstrated beyond

a shadow of a doubt that processes of sustained interaction
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and staff development are crucial regardless of whether
th'e change conce4ns federally funded change agent projects

(Berman and McLaughlin, 1978), Louis and Rosenblum, 1981.

Crandall et al, fdrthcoming), school district program
change (Pratt and Melle, 1981, Berman, McLaughlin ,et 41,

1978), the National Diffusion Network (Emrick et al, 1977),
Organization Development Programs (Fullan, Miles and Taylor,
1980), staff development programs related to'implementation
change in rural school districts

(Hala and Loucks: 1978)4
'

(Herriott and Gross, 1979), Rosenblum and LouiS,' 1979),
#

.the plinning and implementation of new schools (Miles

et al, 1978), head seart and follow through programs
(Hodges etsali, 1980, Rhine (ed.) 1980, or technoloical
change (Yin et al, 1977).
9.

Timerline and Information Systems
e

Time perspective is one of the most negjected aspects
of the implementation process.

Ten years ago, Sarasen.

(1971) recognized time as a critical factor:
"In pradtice, the desire of the agents of change 'to',
get started - not Only because of internal and external
pressureS but also because of the awareness, rmetimes
dim, that the road ahead will not be sPootb -'rbSuitS.
in bypassing the different aspects of the time'
perspective problem, a bypass that might have no
immediately adverse consequences, but can be counted
on to produce delayed, and sometimes fatal difficu1tiet:6
.

(Sarason , 1971 : 219 )

Central decision makers know the complexities of
adoption process, practitioners know the complepties
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They live in two

of the implementation process.

different subjective.worlds.

What appears rational to

one side, is resistance to change to the other (tee
Cdwden

ahd Cohen, 1979).*

Time is ignored,. because

)

it cannot be.solved.

.There will never.be enough of it.

Avoiding difficult problems creates even More serious
ones, and time is no exception.

.Unrealistic time lines

add to the burdens of implementation -1materi.dls fail to
arrive on schedule, orientatibn and training is ne'glected
br carried out pe'rfunctorily, communication is hurried,

end frequently overlboked or mitinterpreted, people
become overloaded with the requirements of new programs
A

and carrying on as usbal
Yin et al, 1977).

(see,Charters and Pellegrin, 1973,

DisinUsionment,'burn out,-Cynicism,

apathy, etc. come to characteriZe many people's orientation
to all changes that come along. .Open ended time-lines

are also problematic beicause they create ambiguity about
what is expected ahd when, and a lack of.clarity about
what constitutes progress.

.Whatever time-line is used, one of the major dilemmas
faced ig what kind of information to collect, when, and
how best to use it.

This can range from hioghly elaborate

This helps to explain why each side feels misunderstood by the other,
and why people are,frequently surprised by how others completely
misinterpret the best of their intentions, and literally do not
hear what they are saying.
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accountability schemes (Wise, 1980) to having no.fOrmal:
,

infortation system at all.

Information canbe gathered

on the extent and proems of impietent'ation- and/or on
student achie<,ement and other desired oAccimes. ,The

issues involved in setting up,:a district Wide infermation

J

system are too complicated to 'delve into at this point
First,*there is no evidence

except for three ob'servatios.

that information on student achievement.by,ittelf re:sults
in,improved implementation.

Student learning aata

provides little insight into the specific problems of
implementation (such as teaching,behavior, affective staff
.

,Second, infortation on,
/implementation concerns can be very effective in facilitating

development activities, etc.).

,

change.provided that it is linked to a iysttm 'for acting
A

on it.

.

Pratt arid Melle, 19:81;' describe.how this, wOrks in

one dittrict.

The regearch in general shows that most

school distri-ets do not have evaluation systems linked to

instructional improvement procedures
t al, 1978).

(Bank,. 1981, lyon

Third., it is at the sehool and.elassroom

le vels.where information counts.

As I will indicate later

an emphasis on.colleeting and using informatien about

itplementation problems has .
stu dent learning and other

been found to be strongly related to school improvement

(dmo nds, 1979).
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10. Community Characteristies

It is very difficult to generalize about the role of
communities in relation to imPlementation.

Corwin (1973)

found that community-school support Oas correlated
positiyery with innovatIveness.

Smith ind Yeith (1971)

and Gold and Miles.(1981) describ&the painstaking sagas
,

of what hapricns when ,mid'Ole class communities do not like

the innovations they see intheir schools.

Demographic

,

changes often put increagipg pressure en _schools to.adopt,

if not implement, new policies (Berman and McLaughlin, 1979).

For example, a case study of the Toronto school system
shows how the school board was -Central to the development

of new multicultural policies and programs which were
.not necessarily welcomed by many schools (see Toronto
School Board, 1976).

Rosenblum and...Louis (1979:111) found

that "the degree to which environmental changes external
to the school were imPinging On it to change" was one of

dour readiness factors related to subsequent implementation.
Major conflicts, however, sometimes incapacitate districts
in bringing about'actual change (in a sense, certain
adoption decisions have to be settled before energy .can
be turned to implementation).

Whatever the case, as Miles

1980 asserts, attenCling to political stabilization in

relation to the community is one of the primary tasks of
planning and implementiny new programs.

.In tontemplatin

i24

-/

-

or introducina-ihnovatidons, ,districts frequently'ignore

1

the community ISee Goad and Miles, 1981, Smith 'and Keith,
1971).

.

..00

I Would tentatively suggest:

that most school

cOmmunitdesNare usually not directly inVolved 'in
implementation; they can'*decome aroused_ againit certain

innovations; neither'highly Stableor highly turbulent
school communities constitute effective environments for
implementationi.*

The role of individual parents in
04*

-instruction (home tutors, teacher aideS) rather,than

community groups may provide one of the most powerful
(Fantini, 1980),

leverages.to more effective implementation

Armor et al, 190, and Fullan, forthcoming, chapter 12).
School Level Facters**

The meaning of the phrase "the school is the unit of
change" wdll become evident in this section.

Three main fac ors

summarize the influence of the school on implementatior - the
-role of the principal, peer relationships, teacher orientations.

Taken together they constitute the character and Limate of
--

the school as an organization.
,
.

*

.

e
There is no assumption=1that implementation is "a good thing".
Turbulent communities need to resolve more basic Problems, regardlng
goals, itl*urposes, and needed adoptions.
.

...0"-

**

separ te elementary and secondary schools in thissedtion-.
h resiarch on"their differences in relation to -b
There is not eno.
'.
effectiv change '-4,-wr1elw for 'clear conclusions. The generalizations
I,do desdçibe havd been found in schools at All levels. (elementary,
and secondary).
junior hi
I.do no

The Role of the Principal

11.

Ali" major:research on innovation.shows that tile

-

principal strongdyj.nfluences the likelihood of change,

but it also indicates that most principals do:not play
instructional leadershile roles.
(1977)., provide some detail.

Berman and McLaughlin

They found that "projects

having the active support of the principal were the most
likely to fare well" (p.124

their emphasis).

Principalp'

actionsi serve to-legitimate whether a change is &D'be

taken seriously (and not all changes are) and to support
;teachers, (both psychologicallY and resource wiie).

Berman

ana McLaughlin 0_978:128) note that one of the best
iddicators of active involvement is whether the principal
attends workshop training sessions.

It we recall the

earlier dimensions of change (beliefs, resources, teaching

behavior), we might speculate that unZess the'principal
gains some understanding of these dimensions (not
necessarily as an expert or.an instructional lei'der) he
ot she will not be able to_understand teachers' concerns;
that is,,will not be able to provide supporx \for
I
4
implementation. Such understanding requires interaction.
.

There is an abundance of other'evidence which describes
how 4nd why the principal
.implementatibn.

necessary for effective

,To take one example, Emrick and

Peterson's (1978.) synthesis of.five major projects cTe
.

of which was the Rand project, FPSEC) identifies administrative support as one 4:)f five factors coMmon across
,-=

all projects:

"...utilization rarely occurred when building
oz,district administrative-Components were
indifferent and utilization was virtually impossible
in the presence of-asiministrative oppessition9.
(tmrick and PeterSon, 1978:71).

While the-principal can have a majox impact on
implementation there is also considerable research which'
indicates that he or she frequently does not play an
active.role.

Berman and McLaughlin (1978:131) reprirt t9at

one.;-third of the tdachers thought that their principal

functioned.primarily as an administrator.

Teachers rated

these principals as ineffective and uninVolved in change.
Similar finding8 come from studies of the use of provinCTal
curriculum guidelines in Canada which indicate that at hest
Only about one-h.altiof School.principals provide active
(see Leithwood, Downey et al,

instructional leadership.
1975, Simms, 1978).

The subjective world of the principal

A.s such that many ofthem suffer from the same problem in
'implementing a new role as facilitator of chang0-as do
teachers in'implementing new teaching roles.

What tlie

principal,should do specifically to manage change at the
school level is a complex affair for Which the'principal
has little preparation.

The p.s,Ychological and sociological

-

problems of-Change Which confront the principal are at
..
4
,leaSt as great*as those experienced by teachers. jsee
Leithwood and Montgomery, forthcoming and Fullan,
,

1982,' Chapter 8) ;

a
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Teacher-teacher relationships

12.

The theory of change which is evolving-CI-ear-1y
-

points to the importance of peer re1a0,onships in the
chool. .Change involves--Tescrbialization.
.,

New meanings,

the Primary basis for sotial learning.
-

Interaction is

,

new behavior, skills, etc., depend significantly on
;

whether teaChers are working as isolated indiyiduals
'(Lortie, 1975, Sarason,./971) or exchanging ideas, support,

and positive feelings about their work (Little, 1981;
Rutter et al, 1978).

The research I have.been. revieWing

irovides direct confirmation that the quality of Working
relationships among teachers is strongly related to
implementation (e.g., Berman and McLaughlin, 1978:119-120;

Rosenblum and Lbuis, 1979; Miles et al, 1978).

Collegiality,

open communication, trust, support and help, interaction,
and morale are all closely related.

How this comes about

_

is another question, but T have Already suggested that the
(
principal strongly influences the climate of the school.

Berman and McLaughlin (1978), Galanter (1978) and'ohers
report strong correlations between principal siipport and

peef relitionshipa among teahers.
13.

Teachgr characteristics and,orienta ions
-

Research on teacher characteristics and effective
change is inconsistent in its findings.

Level of education

(e.g., pobsession of a Master's degree) and years of

teaching experience are two variables frequently measured
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research 'studies.

The results wary, and it is not

difficult to see why given the other factors in,,table 1.

It is not level .of education or'years of
.11

experience that matter eo much as.under what district
and school conditions do teachers spend their time..
Depending on the conditions, innovators and hard 'core
.

_resisters Are found among all ages, and leve1g of education::
,There is one teacher tiait related to succetsful
implementation and student-learning which comes through'
strongly:

teacher sense of efficacy. The Rand change

agent sudy found a strong relationship between teacher
se of efficacy* and positive impact of change on'
Narious Measures of ,success,including percent of goals

achieved, reports-of-improved student petformance, ana
tdacher change (Berman and

McLaug--lai-1,--1.-9-7/

364.

It is more difficult-to explain how teachers -grel.,a

sense of efficacy, but it is encouraging to observe that
t ip not idosyncratic-.

In some schools, there are

mlich

higher prbportions of staff who posess_this,orientation
,han in otheri, even when community end student
,oharacteristics are similar.

This suggests that efficacy

1/4"

,*

Defined as "a belief on the part of the teacher that he or she
could help even the most difficult,or unmotivated students".
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is moreof an-organizational feature Of these schools
which come to have a school-wide eMphasis ana expectation
that they can improve student learning - and they do
(Edmonds, 1979; Rutter et al, 1979).

No words could sum up Section c more accurately than
those.of Judith Little, based on her study of work
practices in six urban schools:
"School improvement is most surely and thoroughly
achieved when:

Teachers engage in frequent, cdhtinuous ana inCreasingly
concrete And precise talk about teaphing,Practice (as
distinct from teacher7Siracteristics and failings,
the social lives of teachers, the foibles and failures
of students and their families, and the unfortunate
demands of society on the school). By such talk,
teachers build up-a-shared language adequate tp the
coMplexity,Of teaching,, capable of distinguishing one
pradtice and its virtue frOm another..
Teachers and administrators frequently-observe each
-other teaChing, and.provide each other TJUE7aidful
(if potentially frightening) evaluations of:their
teaching, -only such obserVation and feedback can
'provide shared referents for the shared lariguage of
teaching, and both demand and provide th'e precision
and concreteness' which makes the talk about teaähing
,

useful.

Teachers and administrators plan, design, researdt_
evaluate_and- prepare teaching .materials tocether.
The most prescient 'observations remain academgC ("just
theory") Without the machinery to act on,them. By
joint work on materials-, teachers and, administrators
share the considerable burden of development reqUired
11Y-1ring-term iMprovementv4confirm their emerging understanding of their apprrjach, and make rising standards
for their work attainaiae by them and by their students.

Teachers and Administrators teach each other the
practice of teaching (Little, 1981:12-13, ter eMphases).
Onli two of the six achoOls in Litfle's study evidenced
a high percentige of these practices, but conditions for
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0
effective,,implemention on the part of individual
teachers and administrators are clear.
-r

D.

External Factors '

The last set of,factors are considered,under the general
label of assistance external to the schooldistr4ct;
of
Governments are by far the Major diredt and indirect sources

extennal assistance to school systems.

Eveh with renñió

autbacks in federal expc.,,dAures the combined federal and st

roles provide the margin required for impleMentation support
As one might predict, whether it is

in many school districts.

used fbr better implementation depends on the characteristics
A

of local systems, that is, it depends on those factors just

Technical.apsistance for

. described im categories B and C.

4

implementation (materials, consultancy, staff development, etc.)
is frequently available in federal or state sponiered innovative
,

programs.

This too, involves a'comblicated set of.issues.

The amount'of external assistance per se is unrelated to implementation, but we are learning more about the, conditions under w!iich
ljexternaI help_isineeded and effective, (see Louis an&RosenbluM,

19814 Louis, 1980, Crandall et al forthcoming).

The simplest

observation at this juncture is that outside issistanCe or
Stimulation can influence'implementation very greatly provided
that it is integrated with'the factors at thelocal level
described above.

In particular, program assistance (materkals,
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productsY combined with certain types of technical assistance
(external agents) is related to implementation (Louis and
Rosenblum).

14..,

This comPletes an overview of factoks affecting implementation.
As Hall and Loucks (1977) observe, implementation is a process not
an event.

The factors described operate as a system of,interacting

variables having different values, combinations and contingencies
in any given situation.

It is extremely diffioule to understand,

let alone manage, the details of implementation in specific settings

Implementation Outcomes

Attempts at change have different kinds of outcomes.

I have

alluded to the,.most obvious immediate one as "change in practice",

or more specifically changes.in the Use of new resources, new
skills° and behaviors, and alteration of beliefs

These changes

of course, are presumably means to other outcomes such as increased
student achievement.

It.is only very, recently that we 'have begun

to conceptualize and attempt to measure implementation outcomes more
comprehensively.

The mot helpful examination of the area of

study (Crandall
outcomes of change efforts is contained in the DESSI
,
et al, forthconiing).

Five,different kinds of outcomes are'identified

aAd measured roughly in order from interMediate 'to more long term
effects.
1.

6nree of Implementation

2.

Attitude toward Innovation.

3.

.4.
5.

Impact (a) stlidents' benefits
lb) teachers' benetits
(c) organizational benefits

Continuation or Institutionalization

Attitude toward School Improvement

Degree of implementatidn assesses the degree of actual change
on the'part of teachers (i.e., it is similar to my definition of
change in practice")..

Attitude toward the innoyation concerns

perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of the change.

Impact

invoVVes an assessment of student learning, teacher benefits (e.g.,
professional, development); and organizational change (e.g., increased
.4z

intetaction,.teaming), Continuation involves such matters as
incoporation in the budget, staffing and'extent of durability of
the chajige..

Attitude tovard school improvement is a kind of meta

7

.clariatle related to whether the experience with the change effort

increases dr decreases people's atti.tude toward engaging in new
?

schopl improvement programs

- in brief, whether the experience has

led lieople to conclude that it is worthwhile to iry and implement
program changes.

The RAU study also makes a major contribution to the study of
outcomes of adopted programs.
ider10.fied:

Six different tyPes of outcomes were

degree of organizational change, seope of implementation,

inporporation of the product, incorporation of,a problem-solving
process; problem resolution, and personitl impacts (Louis and

-Rosenblum,.l98l:149).

Despite these important starts there are at.least tWo majoy
problems which are intrinsically complicated.
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The first concerns
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the difficulty of sorting out the.causal order among the different
types of outcomes.

Some are obvious such as:change in practice w

hYpothetically leads to increased student benefits.

Others are

much mOrb difficult to unravel such as the role of attitudes toward
The second,and more fundamental problem is that the

the change.

DESSI and RDU projects examined concrete innovations or products.
Mahy other change initiatives are more open ended and difficult
al,
if not impossible to define in measurable terms (see Farrar et

1980, Majone and Wildavsky, 1978, Fullan 1980).

Thus, the

assessment of outcomes is much more problematie if one takes a more
open ended (adaptive or evolutionary) view of change than if one
-t

examines innovations.from a fidelity dr programmatic perspective
(see also BerMan, 1980).

A final note of caution which is implicit in the notion of
the need_to assess a number'of different types of outcomes.

Wlementation per 46 is not necessarily a good thing.
practice may or may not lead to the desired outcomes.

Change in
Certain

outcomes may come at the expense of others.. The negative
consequences may outweigh the positive ones.

The innovation or

change may.not be a, good one in-relation to some people's goals,

or in terms Of clualitY as was noted in'figtre ope earlier.

S.
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III

4'

IMPLICATIONS

We 'have progressed from general theories of failure toward

more specific understanding of hew educational change works.
Research during the past five years is increasingly more detailed
and clear im its explanations of both success-and failure.

Empirically,

there are examples of success (e:g.,. Crandall et al, forthcoming,

Little, 1981, Louis and:RosenblUm, 1981, Stallings, 1981).

,They show

that bringing about change in practice is a careful ut nor overwhelming business.

Small amounts of time and other resources used

in a focused, persistent manner over a period of mentlis can generate
important benefits.

Sucaessful change processes, once described

are easily understood because they are based on,what seems to be
"organized common sense."

-(which is not to say that it is easy'to

harness common sense in difficult situatieris.)

It is also encouraging to note that other bodies of research
are independently confirming Many of the findings.

Research on

school effects (Edmonds, 1979, Rutterpet al, 1979, D'Abico, 1980),
on evaluation utilization (Bank, 1981), Kennedy et al, 1980, Ly.on
et.al, 1978, and.on in7service education/staff develcsuent (Joyce and Showers,41981),
Stallings, 1981, Little, 1981) report very similar results.

While the convergence

is not perfect, the essential similarities serve .as a kind of external validation
that ue are on to something worthwhile.

There are at least four broad issues requiring more work to

which I will refer briefly here as (1) theories of contingencie'S,
(21 theories of changing,

of the impact of change.

(3) pradtical implications, and (4) question
Relative tp ,the importance of contingency

thinking, there are numerous viables operating in anx*"given situation.
I have &scribed factors of Change in this paper ata ndddle range rather than -

a situationally specific range.

Questions of contingency refer to the combinations and interactive
effects which occur in partilcular settings at particular times.

Evenlatthelevelofthe14factorS discussed in this paper there
are

numerous interactions and variations possible.

When one moves

to the level of specific event4 and to large numbers of social and
personal variables affecting change processes and outcoMes, the
possibilities are countless.

Xet we need theories and explanations

closer, to the action which do begin to map out.contingencies and

their consequences (the 12 ,case Studies nd pross site analysis in
the DESSI project is one impressive example of what this entails
and what benefits (More powerful, detailed explanations) accrue
'Crandall et al, forthcoming).

Better comprehension of contingencies forMs an important
foundation for the second issue which should be addressed, namely,
;

the need for theories of chaWging --, how to move from A to B.

Case studies of,succeSsful efforts, of course, do not contain
direct lessions for hoW to obtain suecess in other situations.
The transfer of knowledge about change raises a whole new set ok
issues.

Some zituations may not be amenable to any change attempts.

In other situations, there are many different ways and places where
one could start, and these will vary.

Is it better to put mere

1

emphasis on program development, leadership training staff
develomerlt, acclimate change, or to do nothing, wholcmehasto make

*To state the matter differently, "contingency" refers to the need.
for more detailed explanations, while "changing" refers to
strategies for influencing situations in desired directions.
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'choices about where to place resources.

In sim, contingency

(wh4h variables ini

thinking combined with strategies for changing

given situations are most important and most alterable) represents
a critical line of future inquiry, if we are te build on the/
consideralple progress made in the past five yearl.
-

The third issue -- practical implications -- can be developed
only to a certain extent in this paper.

At one level the fourteen

factors can serve_as a checklist for approaching change more

.

.

thoroughly.

They offef in a direet way a set of guidelihes for

those aspects of change which should be planned for, discussed
and double checked throughout the process of change.

Note also,

,the message is that the fourteen factors must be viewed in
9

combination, not in isolation from each other.

.

At an individual role level, however, we need more customized
-

analysis and specific suggestions.

How to cope with change wdll be

a very, different proposition if one is a teacher versus 'a principal

vs. a parent vs. a district or state policy maker;

and whether one

is interested-in initiating change or forced to respond to programs
initiat d by others.*
Th

fourth issue is the big one.

Does educational change,,even

when impleAnted make a difference4in the short, intermediate and
long run on student learning and life chances, on teach4r satisfaction
'and development, on the school As an organization?

Illassume we will

the recent
never have satisfactory-answers to these-questions, twit-

*In a recent book I have written separatechapters for each of ihe
main roles including analyses of the situation iii each role, and
.corresponding, guidelines for action. (Fullan, 1962).
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a

work on conceptualizing and measuring a variety of outcomes
should stimulate us to continue to struggle with Xhese questions,
,and to move tcward greater enlightment.

In the meantime, with

only about twelve years of intensive research on problems of
implementation behind us, we haven't\pone badly when you think
about it.

4
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